47TH INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF INVENTIONS GENEVA

10-14 APRIL 2019, PALEXPO

INVENTIONS-GENEVA.CH
THE WORLD’S UNIQUE ANNUAL EXHIBITION

• 1’000 new inventions and products
• 800 exhibitors from 40 countries
• 80% companies and universities
• 20% private inventors and researchers
• More than 30’000 visitors from all 5 continents
• Journalists, reporter radio and TV from the world

The International Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva benefits from the most extensive support and privileges that can be granted to an exhibition. It is under the patronage of the Swiss Federal Government, the State, the City of Geneva and of the World Intellectual Property Organization - WIPO.

This support testifies to the usefulness and quality of the event, now acknowledged as the most important exhibition of inventions anywhere today. It is also the most international, with the participation of more than 40 countries.

PRESENTING YOUR INVENTIONS OR SERVICES

You have developed an invention that is worth selling. So you try to market your novelty. To do this, you have to contact manufacturers, commercial agents, financial backers or promoters who can distribute your product worldwide. By experience we know that to do this yourself will take you a long time and will cost you a lot of money without any guarantee of success. It could also be the case that your invention is already being manufactured and sold, but not in all countries where you would like to negotiate manufacturing licences or seek new business outlets. It is to eliminate precisely these difficulties and to enable you to get in direct contact with thousands of professional buyers from all over the world that Palexpo organizes, for you, the International Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva. It is the safest way to make you better known and to enable you to market your invention.

YOU SHOULD EXHIBIT TO:

SHOW your invention, new product or new technique, your capabilities, your activities and your services to businessmen visiting.

TURN YOUR INVESTMENTS INTO PROFIT by protecting and developing your invention through the negotiation of licences.

MEET AND MAKE FRUITFUL CONTACTS with manufacturers, commercial agents, promoters, financiers, users and entrepreneurs of all kinds, both national and international, who come especially to this Exhibition from many countries.

PUBLICIZE the fruits of your research to professional business visitors, journalists and the public at large in order to hasten their acceptance on the marketplace. Grasp every opportunity that the biggest specialized event devoted entirely to inventions can offer.

BENEFIT directly from advertising and media coverage.

WHO CAN EXHIBIT?

Manufacturing and commercial companies and enterprises | inventors and private researchers | consultancies | laboratories | universities | private and state-owned research institutes and other organizations | patent brokers and promoters of innovation | associations and similar bodies | service and financial organizations | publishers | regional, national and international organizations.
The International Jury made up of 82 specialists will judge each invention exhibited and will select a number of them for prizes and awards. Thanks to the competence and standing of this Jury, we can state with confidence that the prizes given will eloquently certify the merit of the winning inventions and will be a substantial help in their commercial launching.

PRIZES AND AWARDS

Grand Prix of the International Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva

Prize of the Public awarded on the basis of a popular vote by visitors to the Exhibition

Prize of the World Intellectual Property Organization – WIPO

Prize of the State of Geneva

Prize of the City of Geneva

Prize of the International Federation of Inventors’ Association - IFIA

International Press Prize

Prize of the Ministry of Education and Science of Russia

Prize of the National Research Council of Thailand

Prize of the Ministry for Scientific Research and Innovation - Romania

Prize of the National University of Science and Technology – MISIS

INPI Prize - National Institute for Industrial Property - France

Prize of the Spanish Office of Patents and Trademarks

Prize of the Polish Office of Patents

Prize of the Turkish Patent Institute

Prize of the Association for Science and Technology “Technopol Moscow” – Russia

Prize of Russian Academy of Sciences

Prize of the State Agency for Inventions and Trademarks of Romania - OSIM

Prize of the State Agency for Intellectual Property – AGEP – Moldova

Invention and Innovation Award of the Hong Kong Federation of Invention and Innovation

International Strategic Technology Alliance Global Innovation and Invention Award

Innovation Prize of the Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation

Prize of the Polytechnical University of Hong Kong

Prize Ali & Homa – Normal University of Beijing

Swiss Automobile Club Prize – ACS

Prize for Spirit of Enterprise awarded by the Circle of Company Directors – CDE

Industrial Design Prize

The García Cabrero Prize – Spain

The Young Business Managers’ Association Prize – GJD

Prize of the Legal Company “Gorodissky & Partners” – Russia

Prize of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry France-Switzerland

Prize of the Italian Chamber of Commerce for Switzerland

Prize Lucian Blaga, University of Sibiu, Romania

Prize of the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Prize of the European Centre of Applied Research

Prize of the First Institute of Inventors and Researchers of the I.R. of Iran

Prize of Mehr-e-Alborz University of the Islamic Republic of Iran

Prize of Medical Science Guilan University of the Islamic Republic of Iran

Prize of the Chinese Delegation for Invention and Innovation

Prize of the Romanian Delegation of the Exhibition

Prize of the Italian Delegation of the Exhibition

ARCA Special Prize of the Union of Inventors Croatia

Prize of the Delegation of Taipei

Prize of the Inventions Association of Taiwan

Prize of the Malaysian Association of Research Scientists – MARS

Prize of the Korea Invention Promotion Association – KIPA

Prize of the National Federation of French Associations of Inventors – FNAPI

Prize of the German Association of Inventors

Prize of the Polish Inventors and Rationalizers Association

Prize of the European Inventors’ Association – AEI

Prize of the Patent Office of Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf – GCCPO

King Abdulaziz University Special Awards for Innovation

Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals will be awarded to the inventions displaying the qualities required by the International Jury

More than 1’000 exhibitors, personalities and journalists participate at the prize-giving ceremony

Grand Prix 2018 - for Professors Carly Sy Lam and Chi Ho To from Hong Kong in China for their multi-segment lens for glasses enabling myopia to be reduced.
Geneva is unique: a business and finance center, an international marketplace for goods, inventions, ideas and cultures, seat of the United Nations Office in Geneva, of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), of 300 international organizations and of 931 multinationals, this city is where one half of the world meets the other. It is an international economic crossroads, a meeting-place for philosophers, scientists, economists and entrepreneurs.

The International Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva is the biggest event in the world to be exclusively devoted to inventions. All the novelties at this exhibition can only be shown here once. Industrial and commercial companies, universities, inventors and researchers, associations, private and state organisms and institutes, present their inventions, the results of their research and their new products. Manufacturers, commercial agents and financiers will find 1000 absolute novelties ready to be marketed in the following fields:

- Energy - Environmental Protection
- Computer Sciences
- General Engineering
- Industrial Processes
- Watchmaking
- Electricity
- Electronics
- Building, Construction and Civil Engineering
- Carpentry
- Plumbing
- Ventilation
- Heating
- Safety and Security Equipment
- Agriculture
- Gardening
- Textiles
- Medicine and Hygiene
- Optical Equipment
- Teaching Aids
- Transportation
- Cars
- Foodstuffs
- Cosmetics
- Health
- Sports
- Leisure
- Practical Novelties
- Publicity
- Packaging
- Toys and Games.

Exhibition area: 9'000 m²
Exhibitors:
- 822 from 40 countries.
- Companies, universities, State organisations 80%.
- Private inventors and researchers 20%.

Business volume negotiated:
A survey among participants revealed that licences were negotiated for more than 45% of the novelties shown. The business value of these contracts was in excess of € 50 million.

Visitors:
- 31'050 from five continents.
- Businessmen: about 40%.
- Journalists, reporter radio and TV from the world.


Galile Grospan, Director and Jean-Luc Vincent, President of the International Exhibition of Inventions

Alvinco Rastegar, President of IFIA - Pierre Maudet, State Councillor of Geneva and Ignazio Cassis, Swiss Federal Councillor listening to Yvan Bourgnon presenting his project The Seacleaners.